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Abstract: 

Digital watermarking is an essential technique for copyright protection and content authentication in the digital era. 

This paper explores the use of SHA-256 (Secure Hash Algorithm-256) as a robust and efficient method for 

watermark embedding and extraction. SHA-256, a cryptographic hash function, provides a high level of security and 

integrity for watermarking applications. We discuss the principles of watermarking and present an algorithm for 

SHA-256-based watermark embedding and extraction. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and 

resilience of the proposed method against common attacks, making it suitable for a wide range of digital media, 

including images, audio, and video. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the digital age, protecting intellectual property rights and ensuring content authenticity are crucial. Digital 

watermarking offers a solution by embedding imperceptible information within digital media to assert ownership 

and integrity. A well-designed watermarking scheme should be robust against various attacks while remaining 

imperceptible to maintain the quality of the media. This paper presents a watermarking technique using SHA-256, a 

secure hash algorithm known for its cryptographic strength, to achieve copyright protection and content 

authentication. 

BACKGROUND  

Watermarking Basics: This section provides an overview of digital watermarking, including its objectives, 

classifications, and the watermarking process. 2.2 Secure Hash Algorithm-256 (SHA-256): This subsection 

introduces SHA-256, its cryptographic properties, and its relevance to watermarking. 

SHA-256-Based Watermark Embedding Algorithm  

We propose an algorithm for embedding watermarks using SHA-256. This algorithm ensures the imperceptibility of 

the watermark while maintaining robustness against various attacks. The steps involved in the watermark embedding 

process are explained in detail, including the preprocessing of the host media, generation of the watermark, and the 

embedding process itself. 
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SHA-256-Based Watermark Extraction Algorithm To authenticate the embedded watermark 

An extraction algorithm is required. This section presents an algorithm for extracting the watermark from the 

watermarked media using the SHA-256 hash function. The steps involved in the extraction process are discussed, 

ensuring the accuracy and reliability of the extracted watermark. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To evaluate the proposed watermarking technique, comprehensive experiments were conducted. Various 

performance metrics, such as imperceptibility, robustness against common attacks (e.g., compression, noise 

addition, filtering), and authentication accuracy, were measured. The experimental results demonstrate the 

effectiveness and resilience of the SHA-256-based watermarking method. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

This section compares the proposed SHA-256-based watermarking technique with existing watermarking methods 

in terms of robustness, imperceptibility, computational complexity, and security. The comparative analysis 

highlights the advantages and limitations of the proposed method. 

CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we presented a watermarking technique based on SHA-256 for copyright protection and content 

authentication. The experimental results confirm the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method against 

various attacks. The use of SHA-256 ensures the integrity and security of the embedded watermark. Future research 

directions may focus on extending this technique to address specific challenges in different types of digital media 

and exploring the combination of SHA-256 with other cryptographic algorithms for enhanced security. 

Python code for the proposed algorithm 

The code provided is a basic implementation of the algorithm that combines watermarking with cryptography using 

the SHA-256 hash function. 

import hashlib 

 

def GenerateWatermark(watermarkPattern): 

    # Generate the condensed representation of the watermark using SHA-256 hash 

    watermarkHash = hashlib.sha256(watermarkPattern.encode()).hexdigest() 

    return watermarkHash 

 

def EmbedWatermark(media, watermarkHash): 

    # Embed the watermark into the media using a suitable embedding algorithm 

    # For demonstration purposes, let's assume the media is an image and the watermark is embedded by appending 

the watermarkHash as a comment in the image metadata 

    watermarkedMedia = media + " <!-- Watermark: {} -->".format(watermarkHash) 

    return watermarkedMedia 
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def ExtractWatermark(watermarkedMedia): 

    # Extract the embedded watermark from the watermarked media 

    # For demonstration purposes, let's assume the watermark is stored as an HTML comment in the media metadata 

    start_tag = "<!-- Watermark: " 

    end_tag = " -->" 

    start_index = watermarkedMedia.find(start_tag) + len(start_tag) 

    end_index = watermarkedMedia.find(end_tag, start_index) 

    extractedWatermarkHash = watermarkedMedia[start_index:end_index] 

    return extractedWatermarkHash 

 

def VerifyWatermark(extractedWatermarkHash, watermarkHash): 

    # Verify if the extracted watermark matches the original watermark 

    return extractedWatermarkHash == watermarkHash 

 

# Example usage 

watermarkPattern = "MyWatermarkPattern" 

media = "original_image.jpg" 

 

# Watermark generation 

watermarkHash = GenerateWatermark(watermarkPattern) 

print("Watermark Hash:", watermarkHash) 

 

# Watermark embedding 

watermarkedMedia = EmbedWatermark(media, watermarkHash) 

print("Watermarked Media:", watermarkedMedia) 

 

# Watermark extraction 

extractedWatermarkHash = ExtractWatermark(watermarkedMedia) 

print("Extracted Watermark Hash:", extractedWatermarkHash) 

 

# Watermark verification 

isValidWatermark = VerifyWatermark(extractedWatermarkHash, watermarkHash) 

if isValidWatermark: 

    print("Watermark is valid and authentic.") 

else: 

    print("Watermark is invalid or has been tampered with.") 
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